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Afton Forest Preserve provides an opportunity for many
wildlife species to raise young. In early July we captured
this young fawn on one of our camera traps. The no
flash camera uses infrared to take photos at dusk and
at night. The coloration in this photo was a side effect
of the infrared. We started using camera traps this year
to better understand what wildlife is using our sites and
this helps us with management decisions.

DeKalb County Forest Preserve District has
and continues to put high importance on
protecting our waterways and creating
wildlife corridors along rivers and streams.
These areas help to ensure turtles have an
opportunity to breed and nest. This young
Spiny Soft Shell Turtle was spotted by a ten year old out enjoying the South Branch of the Kishwaukee
River at McQueen Forest Preserve. Instead of a hard shell these turtles are covered with a leathery skin.
They are carnivores and feed on crayfish, fish, and aquatic insects.
This tiger salamander
was found at WilkinsonRenwick Marsh FP. The
tiger salamander is a
mole salamander which
means once it develops
from a larva it will
spend most of its adult
life underground in
burrows. It feeds
primarily on insects and
worms.

This Giant swallow tail was
working on getting some salts
and minerals from the wet river
bank at McQueen Forest
Preserve. These butterflies use
prickly ash, a native shrub as
their host plant. Their
caterpillars look like bird
droppings which helps to deter
predators from eating them.

The Gray Tree Frog to the left was
found in the woodland at Chief
Shabbona Forest Preserve while we
were treating re-sprouting invasive
shrubs that had been cleared over
winter. The Gray tree frog pictured
below was found not in a tree but on
a common boneset in one of our
best wetland restorations, South
Branch Prairie. Both tree frogs look
quite different but they are the same
species. Gray Tree Frogs vary in color
and have the ability to change color
depending on their environment.
This fascinating ability to change
colors increases their
opportunity to blend in with
their surroundings helping them
to avoid predation and also catch
their own prey.

With the addition of
camera traps to our
wildlife monitoring
equipment we set out to
determine what species of
turtles live in WilkinsonRenwick Marsh. We
ended up with no pictures
of turtles but many other
species triggered our
camera. We were able to catch a glance of the daily activity within the marsh. These young wood ducks
most likely hatched from a nest in the cavity of one of the many standing dead trees within the marsh.
Wood ducks feed on insects and vegetation including
the very small but numerous duckweed plants that
cover the water’s surface.
Great Blue Herons regularly patrol the waters at
Wilkinson-Renwick Marsh. Sometimes they even give
you a glimpse of what is under the duckweed. This
heron has a tiger salamander in its beak. Amphibians
and their larva are a food source for many birds and
mammals. Great Blue Herons nest in colonies. They
usually build platform nests 20 to 60 feet above water
in trees. Efforts are being made to improve the habitat
at Wilkinson-Renwick Marsh for these and other
wading birds. Phragmites the tall invasive grass that
can be seen in the background is being treated in
hopes to eradicate it. This Phragmites outcompetes
native vegetation and forms a dense colonies which
degrade wildlife habitat.
Canada geese are another common
sight at the marsh. These geese
spent 2 hours in front of our camera
preening feathers and oiling them to
keep them waterproof and flexible.
Near the base of the tail most birds
have an uropygial gland, this gland
produces oil which birds use to coat
their feathers this oil helps repel
water and debris, and is certainly
necessary in duckweed filled waters
like these. Canada geese are largely
herbivores feeding on vegetation but
they do serve as a prey for some
larger predators.

Previous to this series of photos 2 Canada geese fly off.
The coyote left soaking wet seems to look back at the
failed breakfast opportunity and hangs its head. Coyotes
play and important role in population control of small
rodents. Their diet consists of a variety of prey. Small
rodents and rabbits are the major components but they
will also feed on fruit. Depending on the habitat and
food availability their diets vary throughout the year.

As this wetland began to dry in late summer
activity decreased. Common Grackles and
American Robins dominated the photos most
likely feeding on insects emerging from the
remaining pools. This Great Horned Owl was a
welcomed suprise. Their wingspan stretches 3.3 to
4.8 feet so in flight they are easily noticed. Once
this large bird lands its camoflauge feathers help it
easily disappear among trees. Great Horned Owls
have been spotted at Wilkinson-Renwick Marsh in
the past where the large standing dead trees have
offered nesting oppurtunities for them.

